ST. STEPHEN'S LOSES TO TRINITY QUINTET

Kears and Ferrucci Feature Blue and Gold Records
Seventh Triumph

The Trinity basketball team won its second victory in four days last week by routing St. Stephen's 67 to 40 in a game at Madison-episcopal on Saturday afternoon. This was the seventh victory in eight starts for the team this season, pacing the great state of Connecticut in basketball.

Six-gateSaints led for the first fifteen minutes, but their lead was nullified by three points for Trinity. They entered the second quarter with a 20-17 handicap. The Trinity team continued to pile them up and the game scores were: 27, 16; 54, 21; and 67, 40.

The four Trinity players to score most points were: John Kelly scored 21 points; O'Dwyer had 19 points; Kearns had 15 points; and ferrucci had 4 points.

TRINITY FIVES OUTMANEUVERS CONN. STATE 31-13

Martens, Dustin, and Kears Take Scoring Honors in Easy Victory

JAYVES WIN AGAIN

Ferrucci Stars as Seconds Run Winning Streak to Seven

On Saturday afternoon, February 16, the Trinity basketball team resumed its winning ways by clearly outplaying Connecticut State at Stotes last Wednesday to register a 31 to 13 victory. The game was even up to the final minute of the first half, but when the Blue and Gold put on a ruthless attack during the second period, the State team provided little opposition, garnering only 13 points, while Trinity scored 31.

The State quintet, using a zone defense, failed to check Trinity with the usual success during the first period. During the second, with Bob Dust on the receiving end of the passes the Blue and Gold soon had a lead of six points. Dust pivoting away from his guard, dropped four shots through the net. Eddie Shages kept his team in the running with two long pops, and Gold and Lippman scored two points each.

Pepper Martens and Tommy Kears got two hoops to raise the Trinity score to 17 as the first half ended.

The Trinity team continued to pile up a commanding lead in the second period, with Martens showing the way. Pepper tossed in several pretty shots at a different angle from the side court. State was forced to abandon their zone defense mid-way in the final period, playing for the man game. Lewis and Shages were the only State men to range the three points. Liddell, Kearns, Ferrucci, and Kobrosky brought the score to 31 before the final whistle.

Bob Dust and Martens were the unchallenged set of the offense, while Micky Kobrosky, who had recently been promoted from the JV squad, had been standing on the defense, limiting his man to a lone field goal. Shages was by far the most outstanding man for State.

In the preliminary game, the undefeated Junior Varsity had little trouble in winning from the State.

On Saturday afternoon, February 16, the Trinity swimming team defeated the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 58 to 22. The meet was held in the Trowbridge Memorial Pool before a large crowd of spectators. Of the nine events, the Blue and gold swimmers took first place in seven to clinch the contest and their greater total by a score of 58 to 22. Two pool records increased the total victory points of the Blue and Gold.

In the semi-final and final rounds, Bob Dust defeated the MIT in both events.

Comparison Between Midyear Ratings This Year and Last Reveals Slight Change in Scholarship

The number of students in their first year of residence required to withdraw on account of unsatisfactory scholastic records after the midyear examinations last year was 9; this year the corresponding figure was 11. Last year one upperclassman was required to withdraw at this time; this year 3 men are in this category. Last year the total number of regular examinations given was 415, of whom 142 were newly admitted; this year the total was 433, of whom 129 were newly admitted.

There has apparently been no material change in the number of students this year as compared with last year.

The faculty of newly admitted freshmen on probation at this time is 18 out of 103; last year's figures were 19 out of 105. There has been no material change in this field. The number of students on probation at this time is 3; last year's corresponding figure was 14. Here there has been a striking variation, with an almost complete elimination of probation in the three upper classes.

The number of the men on the unlimited list this year is 81 out of 275 men enrolled in the three upper classes in the Christmas term; last year the figures were 66 out of 177. Here is another indication of improvement in the grades of the varsity scholastic record.

It appears from these statistics that scholastic mortality has not been seriously affected by the change from last to this year; that there is no evidence of any increased severity in grading or of any unreasonable standards of success, but that, on the contrary, the general scholarship standard is high and the number of students who have made a break through very good grades has noticeably risen.

(Continued on page 4.)
Of course, this has caused much comment, but it is useless merely to talk about it any longer. A situation so apparent at extra-curricular functions, and so deplorable as the lack of general acquaintance among undergraduates will only be increased whenever fraternities and societies all cease to consider themselves cliques. This situation is due to at least two causes: lack of general participation and interest in campus activities, and lack of personal acquaintance among undergraduates. It is almost as if the few individuals now outstanding by offering their talents to as many activities as possible, and most capable of understanding the support of athletic, social, and other events by his presence. Acquaintance among undergraduates will only be increased when fraternities and societies all cease to consider themselves cliques. Further fraternity intercourse and, perhaps, mass meetings held by the college of college and school organizations as a program to combat this problem. Something must be done. Only when each Trinity man makes the interests of the college his own will be achieved. For no man can truly appreciate of what others in the group may or think, will our institution reach that idea of congenial unity for which we all hope.

**TRAINING FACILITIES**

An excellent season of winter sports is nearing an end, and every Napoleon and Achilles on the February 20, 1934
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### COMMUNICATIONS

*Havana, Cuba, February 8, 1934,

To the Editor of the Tripod,

There has been some agitation in your columns of late for a more advanced spirit among upper-class undergraduates, who sometimes exhibit a docility that, while it makes for the peace of some of the college authorities in charge of discipline, at the same time makes one wonder whether the students are reacting to the stimulus to broader reading and thinking that they are receiving.

In Latin countries the situation is very different, for example at the University of Havana, where communists, communists, and communists are the "order of the day." No matter what the nature of the government in power, in no country is it as much instrumental in getting rid of the grafting. Despite Machado, one might think they would settle down to serious work and let politics alone for a while. But it appears only not a day passes without some showing. The following item from a Havana paper dated Sunday, Febru-
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**Three Pickens Sisters Tell Triodp Reporter the Inside Story of Climb to Radio Stardom**

It was about two years ago that the three sisters, Helen, Jane, and Patti Pickens "came noh’" from the sunny hills around Macon, Georgia, to see if they could break in to radio. The Pickens girls, it is true, but they could not have met with a more of his reason, his expression, and his reputation. The Pickens girls have a fairly well-rounded education, a little ditty current back in the dark days of Broadway. Perhaps the most most of them say not, but several of his friends say that he is, to add something of his own to the stock of the world’s ideas."

*Henry Fairfield Osborn.*
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---
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**94 ALLSTREET**

---

**Publication Work a Specialty**
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GLEE CLUB GIVES FIRST
CONCERT OF NEW TERM

Kirbys, Melville, and Newlands
Play Solos and Duet in Event
at Memorial Baptist Church

The Glee Club, conducted by Mr.
Watters, gave its first concert of the
Trinity Term on Friday evening, Feb-
ruary 16, at the Memorial Baptist
Church in Hartford.

In addition to the three groups of
selections sung by the Glee Club as
a whole, two of the numbers per-
formed on the violin and two at the
piano. C. K. and W. M. M. Kirby
played two violin duets with accom-
paniment of J. C. Melville and D. C. Newlands gave a
piano duet of Ravell's "Mother Goose Suite."

H. H. Sentfleth and H. D. Pech
ham, Jr., sang incidental solos. Mel-
ville accompanied the Glee Club at
the piano.

The following selections composed the vocal program:
Now Let Every Tongue
Adore Thee. Back
Agincourt Sire have been definitively
Waters Ripple and Flow. Taylor
Now is the Month of Maying. Morter
Yea, Cast Me from Heights
of the Mountains. Elga
At the Play. Forsyth
Three Negro Spirituals: Peter Go Ring Them Bells
Somebody's Knockin' Battle of Jericho

DATES FOR PRODUCTION OF POMANDER WALK SET

Jesters' Play with Junior League
Scheduled for March 8-10
at Avery Memorial

The new Jesters' play, "Pomander Walk," by Lewis N. Parker, for which tryouts were held last month, is progressing very rapidly and the perfor-
Ratings can be mailed on receipt of a three cent stamp.

THE HEUBLEIN HOTEL
A most Satisfying Hotel, catering to a Select clientele. Rates Reasonable.
CLIFFORD D. PERKINS, Prop.

THE HARTFORD MARKET
The Finest of all Food Products
Cor. Main and Mulberry Streets

SLOSSBERG Tailoring Parlor
The Well-Known Trinity Tailor
65 LINCOLN STREET.
Telephone 5-1350.

PROFESSIONAL BUILDING BARBER SHOP
Experienced and efficient barbers always at your service.
59 High Street at Alley.

For Snappy College Footwear
GOODMAN'S
GOLDEN SHOE$ 320 ASYLUM STREET. $3.85 to $8.85

Trinity Men Favor the
HOTEL BOND BARBER SHOP
STEINMEYER'S
HABERDASHERY at
123 Pearl Street near Trumbull

"Say it with Flowers"
Arranged by
KEN MACKAY
332 ASYLUM STREET
Telephone 7-1157

GLEANING A BETTER POSITION
YOU CAN GET IT

Hundreds of teachers, students and college graduates will earn two hundred dollars or more this summer. SO CAN YOU. Hundreds will set a better position and a larger income for the rest of their lives. YOU CAN BE ONE OF THEM. Complete information and helpful suggestions will be mailed on receipt of a three cent stamp.

( Teachers address Dept. T. All other addresses Dept. S.)

CONTINENTAL TEACHERS AGENCY, INC.
1812 Downing Street, Denver, Colo.
Covers the ENTIRE United States

School Officials! You may wire us your vacancies at our expense, if speed is urgent. You will receive complete, free confidential reports by air mail within 36 hours.

HARTFORD NATIONAL BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
Corner Main and Pearl Streets
Hartford, Conn.

PIANOS, RADIOS
HOME MOVIES
VICTOR RECORDS
WATKINS BROTHERS, Inc.
241 ASYLUM STREET.

"WHEN A FELLER NEEDS A FRIEND"

When you've had the raspberry be-
fore your honey .. . p辅助 your grouch with genial BRIGGS. Its su-
vory prime tobaccos are tempered and seasoned for years in the wood, 'til they're mellow and mild and minus all bite. .. . the friend a feller needs.

KEPT FACTORY FRESH by the Story of CELLOPHANE

LAVALIETTE SODA SHOPEP
162 Washington St., Hartford
Open Evenings.

ARMORY GARAGE, INC.
225 BROAD STREET
Phone 2-7771

Open Day and Night
Tires, Tubes, Greasing, Washing, Batteries, Storage at Moderate Prices: Engines: Exhaust Systems

PLIMPTON'S
Stationers Engravers Printers
Program Printer Class Room Suppliers
252 Pearl Street, at Ann

S. Z. TOBEY
TAILOR
EXCLUSIVELY FOR COLLEGE MEN
With a Reputation of 50 Years' Standing. Open Daily.
Connecticut and Verrian Sts.
Phone 6-1761.

FLY WITH
Flying Instruction. Long and
Short Distance Flights.
Flights — $1.00 and up
Flying Instruction — $2.50 and up

Hartford's Oldest Pilot in Line of Service.

Call — 6-9354

THE MARCH EQUIRE THE BRILLIANT NEW MAGAZINE FOR MEN

ARTICLES
MAURICE MAETERLINCK
BERTRAND RUSSELL
JOHN DO DOS PASSOS
EMIL LUDWIG
ROBERT BRADFORD
PAUL WHITMAN
AND 79 OTHER BIG FEATURES—40 IN COLOR

ON SALE NOW

SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE UNION EVERY MONTH
MAX PRESS, INC.
Falls, Charlton, Haverberders
Middletown: Hartford Office: 105 Main Street Bond Hotel

YOUR EFFICIENCY depends upon your health. Your health can be main-
tained by the use of Good, Clean, Safe MILK.

The Bryant & Chapman Co.
Hartford, Conn.
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Chesterfield

A BALANCED BLEND OF FINEST AROMATIC TURKISH

CHESTERFIELD

DOMESTIC TOBACCO

© 1934, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Each year Turkey and Greece ship us thousands of bales of fine tobaccos—

But why send 4,000 miles for tobacco?

...because spicy, aromatic Turkish is the best seasoning there is for a cigarette.

It adds something to flavor and aroma that no other tobacco can give.

Chesterfield uses Turkish tobacco—from Samosoum, Smyrna, Cavalla and Xanthis.

Then it blends and cross-blends them with various kinds of choice home-grown tobaccos in the right balance to give you a cigarette that's milder, a cigarette that tastes better.